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SUMMARY 
The assumption that quantitative variation is produced by 
a large number of genes is re - examined . In fact, one finds that 
often only a small number of loci are involved . This, therefore, 
opens to careful study the developmental effects associated with 
polygenic variation. 
INTRODUCTION 
Aesop , the storyteller, writes that once upon a time a -man 
and a lion were walking through the forest arguing about which 
of them was the more powerful . Each bragged about impressive 
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feats of strength . At a bend in the road they came to a small 
open area in which stood a statue of a man and a lion fighting. 
The man was obviously winning. "See!" cried the man, "That 
proves that I am clearly much stronger than you are !" "The only 
thing that is clear, " replied his companion , "is that the 
statue was not made by a lion ." 
We often, quite inadvertently, build biases into the 
things we construct . Even geneticists are not entirely free 
from this error . It is probably seen most frequently in the 
names we assign new phenomena and processes and in the way we 
first define new terms . We choose names that we believe are 
descriptive , but gradually the name or definition comes to be 
thought of as an explanation -- fact rather than hypothesis . 
I be l ieve this is precisely what has happened in the develop-
ment of quantitative genetics . 
The term "polygene " was coined by MATHER (1941) , in the 
context of b i ometrical genetics, to describe the genes contri-
buting to quantitative or continuous phenotypic variation , in 
which each gene has an effect that is small relative to other 
sources of variation. Polygenes can be distinguished from 
"major genes" by the relative magnitude of their phenotypic 
effects. Major gene mutants have phenotypes that enable them 
to be classified unambiguously into discontinuous groups, thus 
allowing their transmission to be followed easily and leading 
to a solid understanding of the Mendel i an ru l es of inheritance . 
One of the primary differences between genetic studies of 
quantitat i ve variation and of classical Mendelian differences 
is in the way the data are handled statistically . The ability 
to classify discontinuous characters into discrete groups leads 
naturally to statistical analyses using the chi-square test of 
goodness of fit . The continuous distributions found for quan-
titative traits , on the other hand , lead to comparison of var-
iances between and within classes and, thus, to a biometrica l 
approach . 
The development of biometrical genetics, like that of any 
other analytical construct , involved a number of assumptions 
about the genetic systems being studied. One of the early , and 
quite necessary , assumptions which biometrical models made 
about polygenic systems was that quantitative var i ation was 
produced by many genes (often assumed to number hundreds or even 
thousands affecting any particular character) havi ng small , 
similar effects (MATHER 1943, 1949; MATHER and JINKS 1971). 
Unfortunately , some have now come to think of this as an estab -
lished fact rather than as a simplifying assumption (see,for 
example , VETTA 1976, and response by THOMPSON 1976). The con-
fusion is , of course, compounded by the biases inherent in the 
term "polygene" to the point where a survey of dictionary def-
initions leaves one with the feeling that, outside of a limited 
area of biometrical genetics, the term is considered to be 
meaningless (see LERNER 1972 , RIEGER et al. 1968). 
This s i tuation is quite unfortunate, since many of the most 
important medical, behavioral and agricultural characters are 
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polygenic, and a clear under standing of the nature and function 
of the genes controlling quantitative traits could make a sig-
nificant contribution to these fields and complement the elegant 
contributions that biometrical genetics has already made (MATHER 
and JINKS 1971) . But again , one is often blocked by confusion 
and biases . Questions about polygene number are at times con-
sidered irrelevant, and attempts to isolate and analyze indivi-
dual polygenes are looked upon with suspicion . Indeed, more 
than once it has been said that if one extracts a single poly-
gene so that it can be studied in relative isolation from other 
sources of variation , it is no longer a polygene . From the def-
inition of the term and from the assumptions built into biomet -
rical models, then, it appears impossible to ask how many genes 
contribute to quantitative variation and impossible to isolate 
individual factors and ask how they produce their effects. 
Obviously, this is an unworthy paradox, and a number of people, 
most notably J . M. THODAY and his colleagues, have begun to re -
examine basic assumptions in an attempt to understand the under-
lying basis of quantitative genetic variation . 
In order to summarize the results of that re- examination, 
I would like to begin by asking whether one is justified in 
assuming that quantitative variation necessarily involves a very 
large number of genes. The answer will be that the assumption 
is not justified, either theoretically or experimentally. I 
shall then go on to discuss ways in which one can dissect the 
development of a quantitative trait and learn how individual 
polygenes influence it . Finally, we shall attempt to see 
briefly how the insights to be gained from this type of develop -
mental analysis affect our understanding of the phenotype as a 
whole . 
THE NUMBER OF GENES IMPLIED 
BY CONTINUOUS VARIATION 
There seems to be a general tendency to conclude that if a 
trait is complex or if the phenotypic distribution is continu-
ous, the segregation of a large number of polygenes must be in-
volved. This conclusion cannot, however, be justified, because 
the degree to which a phenotypic distribution will reflect the 
underlying genetic distribution depends upon a number of factors, 
including heritability . When heritability is limited, a con-
tinuous distribution can even be produced by the segregation of 
a single pair of alleles (ALLARD 1960, THODAY and THOMPSON 1976) . 
In Figure 1, for example, samples of F2 individuals have been 
taken from a theoretical distribution in which only one locus 
is segregating and in which the heritability is about 50 per 
cent. 
Indeed, heritability is not the only factor that can smooth 
out the distribution of phenotypes. Sampling can also do this . 
Observed distributions are random samples of limited size from 
some underlying theoretical distribution . Most experimental 
samples are actually much smaller than those necessary to dis -
tinguish small gene from large gene number segregations, as is 
illustrated in Figure 2. This sample of 150 individuals has 
been taken from a theoretical distribution in which three loci 
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are segregating and the genes have effects of lx, 2x , and 3x ; 
heritability is 100 per cent. Over 90 per cent of the variance 
is accounted for by only two l oci. In Figure 3 , t (kurtosis) 
is plotted against samp l e size of random samples f r om the theo -
retical distribution generated by these three l oci. Rather 
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Figur e 1 . Random samp l es of 50 i ndividual s taken f r om a theo-
ret i cal distribution in which on l y one l ocus is 
segregating and the he r itability is 50 pe r cent . 
l arge samp l e sizes wou l d clearly be needed fo r one consistent l y 
to detect departures f r om the normal dist r ibution expected if 
po l ygene number were l arge (THODAY and THOMPSON 1976) . Super-
imposing environmental variation upon this distribution , as is 
typical of quantitat i ve t r a i ts , would b l ur phenotypic classes 
even more. Cl ear l y , there is no justification for automatically 
assuming that a continuous dist r ibution r eflects the segregation 
of a large numbe r o f po l ygenes. 
One f urthe r difficulty arises in discussions about polygen e 
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number. It quickly becomes apparent that different people mean 
different things by the question, "How many genes are involved?" 
The various forms the question can take have been examined by 
THODAY and THOMPSON (1976) . Briefly, we can distinguish four 
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Figure 2. Random sample of 150 individuals taken from a theo-
retical distribution in which 3 genes are segregating 
and over 90% of the variance is accounted for by only 
two loci. 
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Figure 3 , Plot oft (kurtosis) against sample size of random 
samp l es taken fro~ the theoreticil distribution as 
in Figure 2. 
versions , each leading to a smaller expected number of genes. 
The first version is,"How many genes are involved in influencing 
var i able x in species y? " This question implicitly includes all 
genes, even homozygous loci, involved in the development of the 
trait. Though interesting, it is essentially unanswerable with 
present genetic techniques . 
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Second, " At how many loci in species y is there allelic 
segregation af f ecting variable x?" Though a large number of 
genes are still included, this clearly involves fewer loci than 
the first question since homozygous loci are eliminated . A 
similar , but perhaps more realistic, question refers, not to the 
species , but to a given population . Here the number of genes is 
even smaller, because one would expect the part i cular heterozy-
gous loci to vary from popu l at i on to population. A number of 
people have begun to study polygene polymorphism in nature in 
order to answer this version of the question (e.g ., HOSGOOD and 
PARSONS 1967 , 1968; MILKMAN 1965 ; PARSONS and HOSGOOD 1967 ; 
PARSONS et al . 1967), and we have recently attempted to identify 
wild polygene alleles affecting a wing character (THOMPSON and 
THODAY 1976) and eye pigmentation (THOMPSON et al . unpublished). 
The gener a l conclusion is that the number of polygenes per char-
acte r in a popul ation is not unwo r kably large, and there is a 
real possibility of identifying individual alleles affecting 
certain characters , allowing a llele frequencies to be estimated 
for the first time . 
The third , and from my point of view the most app r opriate, 
fo r m of the question is ," How many l oci are responsible fo r the 
major part of the genetic variance of variable x in population 
y 1 ? " This version brings us nearer the development of the char-
acter and focuses upon the limited number of polygenes having 
comparatively large effects and intermediate allele frequencies . 
These are the loci whose developmental effects are potentially 
open to investigation . 
The final version is , "At how many loci is there segregation 
directly affecting the development of the character x in popu-
lation y 1 ?" This may look identical to the previous question, 
but it is not . It is, in fact, much more sophisticated , for it 
draws attention to the fact that there may be loci that influ-
ence viability or which interact with each other or through 
linkage and thereby contribute to the genetic variance without 
affecting the development of the character directly . These loci 
would be recognized by biometrical analyses, but would be only 
indirectly relevant to developmental analyses . 
Our studies of the nature and developmental effects of 
polygenes focuses upon the set of loci and alle l es delimited by 
the third and fourth versions of the question, " How many genes 
are i nvolved? " 
ISOLATION OF POLYGENES 
Although studies of continuous and discontinuous variation 
are separated historically and methodologically , the distinction 
between po lygenes and major genes is usually considered to be 
empirical rather than qualitative . Polygenes, like major genes , 
show both segregation and linkage (MATHER 1943) and otherwise 
appear to be inherited in the classical Mendelian fashion . I n -
deed , since most characters are influenced to some extent by 
po l ygenic variation , it is not surpr is ing that there is an impor-
tant and intimate relationship between polygenes and development . 
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This is particularly evident if one views the individual as a 
highly organized complex of biochemical processes that can be 
influenced at many stages by minor genetic differences and by 
environmental factors. 
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A number of geneticists share the rather Baconian belief 
that the basic questions of population genetics can be answered 
by counting alleles and allele combinations . But others believe 
that it is at least as important to understand the precise 
nature of the influences that variation, including polygenic 
variation, can exert upon the development of an individual (e . g., 
ROBERTSON 1966 , THODAY 1967, THOMPSON 1975b) . Such questions can 
be answered properly, however, only when it is possible to iso-
late and manipulate the individual members of a polygenic set . 
Early attempts to locate the genes influencing the expres -
sion of quantitative traits relied primarily upon an analysis of 
their linkage with major genes . For example, BRIDGES (1919) 
demonstrated that there were eight genes on the second and third 
chromosomes of Drosophila melanogaster that affected the expres -
sion of the mutant eosin; SAX (1923) demonstrated the linkage 
of seed size factors to a pigmentation locus in Phaseolus ; and 
RASMUSSON (1935) demonstrated that factors affecting flowering 
time were linked to a flower color locus in the garden pea. 
An analysis of the effects of whole chromosomes , such as 
that used by MATHER and HARRISON (1949), allowed the gross loca-
tion of factors accumulated in stocks selected for changes in 
certain modifiable characters. Linkage relationships of the 
modifier factors could , then , be assayed by the loss or mainte-
nance of presumably linked marker genes during selection (SIS-
MANIDIS 1942) , by assays of recombinants of the se l ected lines 
and standard marker stocks (WIGAN 1949) , by the const r uction of 
synthetic chromosomes in which marker genes were used during the 
intermediate steps to follow relevant segments during the breed-
ing program (BREESE and MATHER 1957 , 1960) , or by redefining the 
trait until Mendelian segregation could be discerned in what was 
originally a quantitative distribution (SPICKETT et al . 1967). 
Most of the precise polygene locations have been carried out 
in Drosophila because of the wealth of genetic markers and bal-
ancer chromosomes available . Techniques have, however , been de -
signed for more complex situations . These include the location 
of factors by the study of variation , produced by recombination, 
in the derivatives of single chromosome heterozygotes of chromo-
some substitution lines in the hexaploid wheat Triticum aestivum 
(LAW 1966 , 1967 ; LAW and WORLAND 1973), and by an inbreeding and 
backcross program used by WEHRHAHN and ALLARD (1965) to study the 
genetic control of heading time in wheat. 
THODAY (1961) greatly refined the process of polygene loca-
tion by integrating the use of chromosome markers, as practiced 
by SAX , WIGAN , and others , with the method of progeny testing 
first applied to the analysis of quantitative characters by JO-
HANNSEN (1909). Assaying the phenotypes of mar ked recombinant 
segments allows one to determine which segments are important to 
the expression of the character , while progeny testing serves the 
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Figure 4. Hypothetical location of a polygenic locus within the 
chromosome region marked by the three recessive mu-
tants a , b, and c. See text for ful l discussion. 
dual role of verifying the phenotypic classification of each re -
combinant chromosome and, by inbreeding , of fu r ther increasing 
the homogeneity of the genetic background . One can also deter-
mine the number of linked loci between the marker genes , since 
the number of loci will be one fewer than the number of classes 
of recombinant chromosomes within a region . 
A hypothetical example of polygene location analysis is il -
lustrated in Figure 4. An inbred assay stock , marked with the 
recessive mutants a , b and c, differs from a selected strain 
(+ + +) in the expression of some quantitative character . As 
shown in this figure , the ab c strain is homozygous for a factor 
(L) that decreases the expression of the character , relative to 
the H factor in the selected line . For example , the H, or High , 
line may have longer wing veins than the inbred standard L , Low . 
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Although I have shown the lines differing by a single factor, 
it is obvious that in most circumstances a number (though not 
necessarily a large number) of loci will contribute to the pheno -
typic variation. Not all loci are equally effective , however. 
The locus postulated here has a significant effect upon the pheno -
type and is located between known markers (i . e . , between the 
recessive mutants a and c) . Other effective loci would have been 
eliminated from the tester strain by chromosome subst itution 
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Phenotypic distributions and progeny testing for the 
isolation of a polygenic locus affecting vein length 
in Drosophila wings carrying the mutant veinlet . 
(from THOMPSON 1975a) . 
and recomb i nation prior to this stage in order to focus atten-
tion upon a single representative polygene . The small variance 
in the two parental strains is uncontrolled environmental vari -
ation . 
The F1 progeny of a cross between the two parental lines 
are intermediate in expression of the trait . They are pheno -
typically wi l d type for the three recessive markers and are het -
erozygous for the polygenic locus (only postulated as a single 
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gene locus at this point in the analysis) . A simple testcross 
of heterozygous females to homozygous standard assay strain males 
will result in a series of recombinant chromosomes that can be 
recognized phenotypically: ab c, + + +, a++, + b c, and so 
forth. Only single recombinants are illustrated in Figure 4 . 
Individuals in each recombinant class can then be measured 
for the expression of the quantitative trait; only heterozygous 
polygene effects are assayed here, though homozygous effects can 
easily be measured by modifying the program . The resulting dis -
tributions are shown at the right of Figure 4. Let us look first 
at the a++ recombinant chromosome class. If the effective re-
gion is between band c, all a++ recombinant chromosomes will 
carry the H allele (i . e ., they will be a + H +). From the back-
cross they will also carry the ab L c chromosome and will have 
intermediate expression of the character (a mean of about 13 
units in this example) . The+ b c chromosomes will carry the L 
allele resulting in a phenotypic distribution like that of the 
standard (parental) strain. The recombinants between band c, 
however, can be of two types: those with the break occurring 
between band the polygenic locus and those with the break be-
tween the locus and c. Thus, the ab + chromosome class is actu-
ally composed of two chromosome types, resulting in a wider 
distribution of phenotypes. 
The question that remains is,"How many of the chromosomes 
in the heterogeneous distribution represent recombination to the 
left of the polygene and how many represent recombination to the 
right?" This can be established by progeny testing, that is, by 
testcrossing and reassaying each recombinant chromosome for 
several generations . An example is shown in Figure 5. 
As discussed earlier, terminology is one possible source of 
confusion in the distinction between major genes and polygenes. 
To speak of "a" polygene or "located " polygene (SPICKETT and 
THODAY 1966) is really self- contradictory, since"polygene " is a 
term that describes the system of genes affecting a particular 
character. A solution to this difficulty was offered by THOMPSON 
and THODAY (1974), who introduced the term "polygenic locus" to 
refer to genes isolated, by the above techniques, from the sys -
tem of genes responsible for the genetic component of variation 
in some quantitative character . To be precise, a polygenic 
locus is defined as a genetic locus composed of one or more 
closely linked genes at which allelic substitutions contribute 
to the variance in a specified quantitative character. A stand-
ard nomenclature has been proposed, and some of the problems 
and limitations associated with locations and their interpreta-
tion have been discussed by various authors (THOMPSON and THODAY 
1974 , ROBERTSON 1 967, McMILLAN and ROBERTSON 1974) . 
Though this approach obviously involves more work than does 
localization of a Mendelian factor, it is potentially as accu -
rate and has allowed workers to isolate and study a number of 
polygenic loci affecting a variety of traits (summarized in 
THOMPSON and THODAY 1974) . In addition to those isolated using 
the progeny testing series, located polygenes have been described 
by MAC BEAN et al.(1971), BOYER et al. (1973), and SCHARLOO 
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(1970) , who has identified several loci i n an elegant series of 
studies of wing vein modifiers . 
THE NATURE AND FUNCTION OF POLYGENES 
With the use of theoretical models, we have seen that a 
normal distribution, characteristic of quantitative variation, 
does not necessarily mean that large numbers of genes are in-
volved in producing the observed variation. Then we discussed 
techniques that would allow us to isolate , count and study in-
dividual polygenic loci. The obvious next step is to ask what 
experimental analysis of polygenic variation has shown us about 
polygene number and about the nature of the genes that produce 
the effects we lump together as polygenic variation. 
The first thing that is evident from polygene analysis is 
that, as predicted by theoretical models, one often finds that 
few loci are responsible for the majority of the variance . 
THODAY and his colleagues (see references in THOMPSON and THODAY 
1974) found that only five loci accounted for more than 85 per 
cent of the difference between a high line of Drosophila melan-
ogaster having a mean of about 40 sternopleural bristles per fly 
and a control line having about 20 bristles per fly . Similarly , 
WEHRHAHN and ALLARD (1965) reported that the majority of the 
variance in heading time in wheat could be accounted for by four 
loci. Quantitative variation in eye pigmentation in a Droso -
phila stock showing variegated position effect can be attributed 
to a single locus (THOMPSON unpublished). These results should 
be contrasted with biometrical estimates which suggest, for ex-
ample, that 100 or more polygenes influence a similar trait, 
abdominal bristle number in Drosophila (reviewed in FALCONER 
1955) . 
Thus from a growing variety of experimental sources there 
appears to be no compelling evidence to suggest that the number 
of polygenes influencing many quantitative characters is excep -
tionally large. Indeed, this conclusion should not surprise 
any geneticist, because we are frequently faced with indirect 
evidence that this is true. 
One source of evi dence is found in accelerated responses to 
artificial selection. After a number of generations of selec -
tion, one often finds that the response reaches a plateau in 
which no further progress occurs for perhaps many generations. 
Then over a small number of generations the phenotype makes a 
step- wise jump to a new plateau . This is generally interpreted 
to be the result of rare recombination between closely- linked 
polygenes in a + - I - + heterozygote to produce++ and - -
chromosomes that allowselection to continue untilone is fixed 
and the genotype of the population is again stabilized (see 
THODAY et al. 1964). The implication is that the observed phen-
otypic change is attributable to the cumulative effects of these 
two linked loci and any interactions they may have . 
The advance of biochemical genetics is even providing new 
types of polygenic variation to analyze. The answers from 
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studies of enzyme activity modifiers (WARD and HEBERT 1972, 
WARD 1975), for example, support the hypothesis that polygene 
number is not necessarily exceptionally large. 
A survey of the literature, however, shows that some com-
plex characters are apparently influenced by a very large number 
of genes (FALCONER 1955). Is this fact really irreconcilable 
with the evidence presented so far? Are there different kinds 
of quantitative traits? These questions can best be answered 
by considering what polygenes are and what influences they may 
be exerting during development. 
But before discussing what quantitative genetics can tell 
us about polygenes and development, it would be wise to think 
about what it can not tell us. Population genetics and studies 
of quantitative inheritance are primarily concerned with pheno -
types and the changes in gene frequency which come about by 
selecting different phenotypes. But phenotype frequencies can 
tell u~ nothing about primary gene action in the sense of, "What 
do genes do?" On the other hand, the study of quantitative traits 
can tell us a lot about the way in which the phenotype is or-
ganized. It can show relationships between general measures of 
gene expression, such as dominance, penetrance, and expressivity, 
and i-t- can clarify the role- o-f- rleiotropy among quant-itative 
traits . . Perhaps most important, it can help us understand the 
processes involved in pattern formation and the interaction of 
developmental sequences that results in the characters we see . 
A number of investigators have approached the problem of 
the development of quantitative characters without tracing the 
observed effects to specific polygenic loci. One series of 
studies, for example, concentrates upon the genetic interrela-
tionship among different characters, such as sternopleural 
bristle variation versus abdominal bristle variation in Droso -
phila. REEVE (1961), ROBERTSON (1962) , FRANKHAM (1970) and 
many others have used statistical correlations, sometimes accom-
panied by chromosom~ substitutions, to measure the genetic com-
ponent of variation shared by two or more traits . A more direct 
way to examine pleiotropy and avoid the confounding effects of 
linkage is to select for modification of two traits in opposite 
directions (e.g., DAVIES and WORKMAN 1971). In general , these 
studies show that phenotypically similar traits often differ 
significantly d6 the polygenes that influence them, implying 
that the quantitative traits are , to a large extent, a result 
of variation in quite independent developmental processes. 
Similar studies of the wing vein system of Drosophila mel-
anogaster (T~OMPSON 1975a, 1975b) have confirmed this conclusion 
and provide~ a useful insight into the genetic control of a 
simple pattern. Chromosome substitutions between selected lines 
of different vein mutations (THOMPSON 1973, 1975a; Table 1) have 
shown that some polygenic modifiers of the expression of vein 
mutants produce their effects independently of the mutant. 
Selected chromosomes carried polygenes that increased the length 
of a specific vein, such as the 14, and consequently influenced 
the phenotype of any mutant in which that vein was variable. 
These polygenic loci apparently have minor influences upon the 
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same developmental processes and only indirectly modify the mu-
tant phenotype. Vein- specific polygenes suggested that the in-
dividual veins are largely under separate genetic control, and 
this is confirmed by an analysis of categories of major gene 
mutations (THOMPSON 1974, 1975a). 
Table 1. A sample of the observed effects upon vein length when 
single whole chromosomes from a selected line are sub -
stituted into the unselected background of a non- ho -
mologous mutant. 
Source* Vein Second Effect in Effect in 
Mutant First Mutant Second Mutant 
ve Long- II L2 ri + + 
ve Long- III L2 ri + + 
ri Long- I L3 ve none none 
ri Short - IV L3 ve none none 
ve Long- II L4 ci + + 
ve Short - II L4 ci 
px High fragments shv + + 
px Low fragments shv 
net High fragment·s shv + + 
net Low fragments shv 
*For description of mutants and selection lines and for levels 
of significance, see THOMPSON (197 4, 1975a). 
Figure 6. The recessive mutant veinlet and vein nomenclature. 
The genetic correlation between veins was further tested by 
artificial selection using the mutant veinlet, which has termi -
nal gaps in all longitudinal veins (Figure 6). In one line, the 
L2 and L4 veins were selected to be shortened, while the L3 was 
selected to be longer. In the other, the L2 and L3 were selec -
ted to be longer, while the L4 was shortened . Both lines re -
sponded readily to selection (THOMPSON 1975a), confirming that 
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at least some polygenes affecting vein length variation act upon 
individual veins rather than upon vein length in general. In-
deed, even different regions of a single vein appear to be under 
separate genetic control (THOMPSON and THODAY 1975, SCHARLOO 
1962). 
Se l ection in a different mutant extended our understanding 
of polygenic -variation and its effects upon vein pattern 
(THOMPSON 1974). The recessive mutant plexus is characterized 
by vein fragments in many parts of the wing (Figure 7). Two 
selection lines were maintained: one selected for an increased 
Figure 7. Wings of Drosophila melanogaster: normal, above; 
plexus, below . The position of branches and frag-
ments is quite regular and predictable. 
amount of extra vein material, the other selected to approach 
a normal phenotype. It was quickly realized that the fragments 
were not appearing at random on the wing surface, but were 
found only in certain regions. During selection, they increased 
or decreased in size in a predictable manner. By measuring the 
position and frequency of vein fragments, the regions of pref-
erential vein appearance can be summarized as a series of 
subthreshold developmental potentials (Figure 8), and all vein 
mutant phenotypes can be explained in terms of changes in these 
developmental potentials (probably equivalent to a developmental 
prepattern) or in terms of changes in an expression threshold 
which determines the amount of vein material formed in all parts 
of the wing. 
Since the subthreshold vein pattern appears to be a general 
characteristic of Drosophila wing development, one possibility 
is that it marks regions in which ancestral veins once appeared. 
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If this is true, one might expect to find correlations between 
subthreshold veins and the positions of normal veins in related 
families of Diptera, similar to the bristle correlations report -
ed by MAYNARD SMITH and SONDHI (1961) in a Drosophila subobscura 
selection line. In fact, a large number of correlations are 
found. The longitudinal vein between the 15 and the posterior 
Figure 8 . The subthreshold vein pattern represented in this 
clay model as a series of peaks and valleys with 
heights corresponding to the frequency with which 
extra vein fragments are found in each area. 
margin of the wing, for example, is found in the wings of even 
distantly related Diptera . The conclusion implicit in this ob -
servation is that one way the Drosophila vein pattern might have 
evolved was by the selection of polygenes or mutant alleles which 
decreased the amount of necessary enzymes in specific regions 
or altered the presumptive prepattern in localized ways. In 
this way some ancestra l veins were essentially erased, leaving 
only the subthreshold vein potentials, which are either closely 
associated with normal development or are not eliminated simply 
because no phenotype normally exists for selection to act upon. 
WADDINGTON (1973) has stressed that in order to understand 
the causal structure of a pattern one must be able to make con-
trolled changes in it. This brief summary should prove that 
artificial selection is a simple , useful tool in this type of 
developmental analysis. Selection and the isolation of poly-
genes can make a further contribution to our understanding of 
the phenotype: it can indicate the types of contributing proc -
esses that interact to make up the phenotype we study. Such an 
approach is elegantly illustrated by the work of SPICKETT (1963). 
Sternopleural chaetae are the small bristles on the side of Dro -
sophila adults (Figure 9). SPICKETT isolated and analyzed three 
polygenic loci accounting for the majority of the difference be-
tween a selected high chaetae number line and an inbred control 
line. His results are summarized in Figure 10, taken from a re -
view of polygene analysis by THODAY (1967). One polygenic locus 
caused a general increase in cell number, thus indirectly in-
creasing the number of bristle-forming cells. Another locus 
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balanced the effect of the first by decreasing cell size, so 
there was no net increase in fly size. This latter might be 
thought of as an example of a locus contributing to variation 
in a character without directly influencing the development of 
that character. A second locus with direct effect increased the 
distribution of small ventral bristles, perhaps by influencing 
Figure 9- Photograph of the side of an adult Drosophila melano -
gaster female showing the sternopleural bristles. 
Figure 10. 
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Summary of SPICKETT ' s analysis of polygenic 
affecting sternopleural bristle number. A, 
in cell number; B, decrease in cell size; 
crease in bristle distribution; D, change 
of cell division. (from THODAY 1967). 
loci 
increase 
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in timing 
the distribution of some bristle precursor. A third locus modi -
fied the timing of cell division in one region, so that the 
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central do r sal bristle- forming cell divided one or more extra 
times before bristles were formed. Each locus affected a dif -
ferent developmental process , illustrating the complexity .inher-
ent in quantitative variation . One of the polygenic loci in-
fluencing vein development has also been isolated and described 
in detail (THOMPSON and THODAY 1975, THOMPSON 1975) , confirming 
the hypothesis that quantitative traits are the result of complex 
interactions involving a number of contributory processes . Other 
examples could also be cited (JACOBSON 1967 Quoted in FRASER 
1967 , HOOPER 1976, and others) . 
This perspective of quantitative phenotypes suggests that 
the more " complex " a trait , i . e. , the more contributory processes 
involved , the more polygenes one would expect to influence it . 
Thus , although a trait may appear highly complex and affected by 
a large number of polygenes, it is still likely that informative 
locations and developmental analysis could be done (c . f. SPICKETT 
et al . 1967) . Indeed, there is evidence that polygenes are noth-
ing more than minor mutants , or isoalleles, of loci also known 
through major mutations (see SCHARLOO 1970), though the situation 
is not necessarily s i mple (THOMPSON 1975c) . 
Although we s ti l l have much to learn about the nature of 
polygenic variation and the number of genes involved , there can 
be no doubt that we now have appropriate techniques to answer 
the questions. Hopefully , our better understanding wi ll lead 
us to a meaningful apprec i ation of both the complexity and the 
s i mpli c i t y of quantitative c haracters. 
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POLYPEPTIDE COMPOSITION OF FRACTION I 
PROTEIN AS AN AID IN THE STUDY 
OF PLANT EVOLUTION 
(chloroplast DNA, age of genera and species , origin of genomes, 
composition of proteins as affected by amphiploidy) 
HIROFUMI UCHIMIYA, KEVIN CHEN ANDS. G. WILDMAN 
Department of Bio l ogy 
Molecular Biology Instit u te 
University of California 
Los Ange l es, Ca l ifornia 90024 
SUMMARY 
Fraction 1 protein (F-1-P), found in all green plants, con -
sists of eight large subunits (LS) coded by chloroplast DNA and 
eight small subunits (SS) coded by nuclear DNA . By electrofocus-
ing in BM urea many different species of F- 1 - P from all parts of 
the Plant Kingdom, the LS is invariably found to resolve into 
three polypeptides of different isoelectric points and the SS 
into from one to four polypeptides. During evolution of new 
plant species by amphiploidy the composition of the LS is always 
determined by the maternal parent , but both parents make equal 
contributions to the composition of the SS. In the case of N. 
tomentosiformis (n=12; lSS ) d x N. sylvestris (n=12; lSS) ~ ➔ 
N. tabacum (n=24; 2SS) d x N. glutinosa (n=12; 2SS) ~ ➔ N. dig -
luta (n=36; 4SS) a F- 1-P evolved containing 4SS polypeptides. 
None of these arose by point mutation during speciation , al -
though the SS of F- 1- P of N, digluta could have eight differ -
ences in amino acid sequence compared to N. sylvestris or N. 
tomentosiformis , the differences being the consequence of am -
phiploidy. Using this example, together with F- 1 -P composition 
in parasexual hybrids , it is hypothesized that the genetic in -
formation for more than one SS polypeptide is non- allelic and 
most likely located on heterologous chromosomes. The study of 
F- 1- P in 62 species of Nicotiana provides a model system whereby 
the LS is an indicator of the evolutionary age of one genus re -
lative to another and the SS an indicator of the age of one 
species relative to another. The SS can also serve to desig-
nate a new species of plant , while the LS has been used to trace 
the origin of genomes in amphiploids . 
MACROMOLECULAR NATURE 
OF FRACTION I PROTEIN 
Fraction I protein is the major soluble protein of p l ant 
leaves which assimilate carbon dioxide by the Calvin- Benson path-
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way. During photosynthesis the protein catalyzes the combina-
tion of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere with ribulose 1,5 
diphosphate within the leaf cells to produce two molecules of 
3-phosphoglyceric acid. Some of the phosphoglyceric acid is 
used to resupply the ribulose 1,5 diphosphate, whereas the re-
mainder is mainly converted to starch. Fraction I protein is 
located in the mobile phase of chloroplasts. In living cells 
of leaves the visible manifestation of its catalytic activity 
is the rapid accumulation and growth in size of starch grains, 
also located in the mobile phase of chloroplasts (WILDMAN et al. 
1974). In succulent leaves approaching major expansion in area, 
like those of tobacco, spinach, pea, alfalfa, soybean and sugar 
beet, for example, Fraction I protein will constitute up to one 
per cent of the fresh weight of the leaves. In tobacco, tomato, 
petunia and egg plant, Fraction I protein can be isolated in 
high yield as a pure, crystalline protein using a remarkably 
simple method (CHAN et al. 1972). 
In all preparations from eucaryotic organisms so far ana-
lyzed, Fraction I protein is composed of eight large subunits 
combined with eight small subunits. In the case of the crystai-
line protein, electron microscopy and X-ray crystallography have 
indicated how the large and small subunits are put together 
(BAKER et al. 1977). As shown by the diagram in Figure 1, the 
56,000 DAL TON 
75f OF MASS 
12,500 DALTONS 
25% OF MASS 
Figure 1. Structure of Fraction I protein. 
eight large subunits 
are organized as a 
cube, with pairs of 
small subunits pro-
bably occupying four 
out of six faces of 
the cube. Each mono-
meric large subunit 
contains about 450 
amino acids and has 
a molecular weight 
of ca. 55,000 dal-
tons, so that the 
cube of eight large 
subunits produces a 
mass of ca. 440,000 
daltons. The small 
subunits are composed of ca.100 amino acide (ca. 12,500 daltons), 
so that these eight add another 100,000 daltons to the macromol-
ecule, which in its native state has a molecular weight in ex-
cess of a half million daltons. 
HETEROGENEITY IN THE POLYPEPTIDE 
COMPOSITION OF THE LARGE 
AND SMALL SUBUNITS 
Whereas the large and small subunits of Fraction I protein 
are homogeneous in regard to molecular weight, the large subunit 
is invariably, and the small subunit sometimes, heterogeneous in 
regard to the isoelectric points of their polypeptides (CHEN et 
al. 1976a). One type of heterogeneity is illustrated in Figure 
2. Here pure crystalline Fraction I protein from Nicotiana 
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tabaeum leaves was dissociated into its large and small subunits 
by 8M urea, carboxymethylated and then subjected to isoelectric 
focusing. This procedure caused the protein of the large sub-
unit to resolve into three polypeptides whose isoelectric points 
are slightly different from one another. The electrofocusing 
also caused the small subunit protein to separate into two poly-
peptides of different isoelectric points. The heterogeneity 
displayed by the polypeptides has proved to be remarkably useful 
in studies on the evolution of Fraction I protein and also on 
the origin of plant species. This comes about because the num-
ber and isoelectric points of the polypeptides serve as pheno-
typic markers for genes located in chloroplast DNA as well as 
genes contained in nuclei. The origin of the isoelectric points 
of the three large subunit and two small subunit polypeptides of 
the N. tabaeum Fraction I protein illustrates the mode of evolu-
tion of Fraction I protein. 
EVOLUTION OF N. tabaaum 
FRACTION I PROTEIN 
CLAUSEN (1932), GOODSPEED (1954) and KOSTOFF (1938) had 
concluded on cytological, morphological and geographical grounds 
that N. sylvestris (n=l2) and N. tomentosiformis (n=l2) were the 
diploid parents of the N. tabaeum (n=24) amphiploid. Several 
recent studies (GRAY et al. 1974; KAWASHIMA et al. 1976; STR0-
BAEK et al. 1976) on the polypeptide composition of the Fraction 
I protein contained in the three plant species in question have 
converged to authenticate the previous conclusion. The chemical 
s 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Figure 2. Composition of Fraction I 
protein from cultivars of N. tabaeum 
shown by electrofocusing. 1,2,3,4: 
n, 2n, 3n and 4n cultivars from U.S.; 
5,6,7,8: cultivars from Europe and 
Japan. 
analyses have carried 
the knowledge an addi-
tional step forward by 
demonstrating that N. 
sylvestris had to be 
the female parent and 
that the genetic infor-
mation for the small 
subunit was contained 
on heterologous chromo-
somes, one donated by 
each parent in the o-
riginal hybridization. 
The coding information 
for the Fraction I pro-
tein large subunit poly-
peptides is contained in 
chloroplast DNA (CHAN 
and WILDMAN 1972) and is 
inherited only via the 
maternal .line. The ma-
ternal mode of inherit-
ance has been demonstra-
ted for species of Nico-
tiana (SAKANO et al. 
1974), Avena (STEER1975), 
Triticum (CHEN et aZ.1975) 
and, in our unpublished experiments, for species belonging to the 
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Cruciferae and Malvaceae. Thus, on the basis of present know-
ledge, only one of the two parents in an interspecific hybrid 
can contribute the genetic information controlling the primary 
structure of the large subunit polypeptides during evolution of 
a new species of plant. In contrast, the genetic information for 
the small subunit polypeptides is contained in nuclear DNA, per-
mitting both parents to make an equal contribution to the new 
species. The diagram reproduced in Figure 3 illustrates the spe-
cific case of how the Fraction I protein contained in N. tabacum 
originated. 
The large subunits of the Fraction I protein in the parents 
of N. tabacum contain a difference in chymotryptic peptides (KA-
WASHIMA et al. 1976). Only N. sylvestris large subunit protein 
has a peptide composition identical to N. tabacum large subunit 
protein. Similarly, N. sylvestris has three polypeptides whose 
isoelectric points correspond to those in N. tabacum, whereas 
those in the other parent do not. Therefore the differences in 
composition of the large subunit obtained by electrofocusing have 
their counterpart in differences contained in the primary struc-
ture of the amino acid sequence of the large subunit protein. 
The small subunit of N. tabacum Fraction I protein consists 
of two polypeptides of different isoe~ectric-points. These have 
been separated and partially sequenced and then compared to the 
sequences for the single component polypeptides found in the two 
parents of N. tabacum (STR0BAEK et al. 1976). The comparison is 
shown in Figure 4. There is some dispute as to whether the N-
terminal amino acid is methionine (IWAI et al. 1976) but agree-
ment in regard to order of amino acids thereafter. If methionine 
is the beginning, then, reading from left to right, the seventh 
amino acid in the small subunit is isoleucine in N. sylvestris 
and tyrosine in N. tomentosiformis. 
NICOTIANA SYLVESTRlS NICOTIANA TOMENTOSIFORMIS 
---,, / chloroplast_ (@,nucleus 
I@ 
if. I\ 9 
0 gametes~ 
\ 
f,,'\n,12 
ALLELES; I SYLVESTRIS v.!!!J) 
! TOMENTOSIFORMIS 
!doubl;ng ol chromosomes 
~ n•24 V!!!) 
NICOTIANA TABACUM 
Figure 3. Diagram illustrating 
the origin of the amphidiploid 
N. tabacum. The coding infor-
mation for the large subunit is 
transmitted maternally, while 
the coding information for the 
small subunit has biparental 
transmission. From STR0BAEK 
et al. (1976). 
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Both of these amino acids occupy the seventh position in 
the unseparated po l ypept i des of the N. tabacum prote in . Theim-
portant po int to be made out of these data is that the change 
from an isoleucine to a tyrosine cannot be accounted for by a 
point mutation in the genetic code for the smal l subunit, that 
i s, the coding triplet fo r tyrosine (UAU or C) cannot be trans -
formed to the t riplet for isol eucine (AUC or A) by c hanging just 
one nucleotide. Rather, it is evident that small subuni t po l y -
peptides d i stant l y related in regard to pr i mary structure can be 
combined into the structure of the oligomeric Fraction I protein 
by the single step of hybridization between different species of 
p l ants. Furthermore, the data permit the prediction that infor-
mat i on for each of the two po l ypeptides in N. tabacum Fraction I 
protein will be l ocated on heterologous chromosomes, one chromo-
some having come from N. sylvestris and the other from N. tomen -
tosiformis . 
SPECIES 
~ - tomentosi tormis 
NUMBER OF 
POLYPEPTIDES 
2 
AMINO ACID SEQUENCE 
8 
H 2 N - MET ••• •• TVA - GLY ••• .. • 
8 
H2N-MET. .... -T~:- ~~~ - ..... 
7 8 
H2N-MET ..... ILE - ASN .... . . 
Figure 4. A region in the primary structure of the smal l 
subunit po l ypeptides of the amphidiploid N. tabacum Frac-
t i on I pr otein whose po l ymorphism coul d not be explained 
by a point mutation in the sequence of either of its dip -
loid parental species. 
EVOLUTION OF THE FRACTION I PROTEIN 
CONTAINED INN. digluta 
A further step in the evolution of the primary structure of 
Fraction I protein during speciation of Nicot i ana has been seen 
in the case of N. digluta (n=36). CLAUSEN and GOODSPEED (1925) 
made the hybrid N. glutinosa ~ x N. tdbacum d. The seeds of the 
F1 hybrid germinated and produced plants which , thou gh vigorous, 
remained self-inferti l e and also infertile to either N. glutinosa 
or N. tabacum pollen. Evidently, infertility was due to failure 
of chromosome pairing during meiosis. A spontaneous doubl i ng of 
somatic chromosomes occurred in one individual in the popul ation. 
Doubling the chromosomes produced a plant which could self-ferti-
lize and survi ve alternation of generations; consequently, i t was 
el i gible to be call ed the new species, N. digluta . The large sub-
unit polypeptides of N. glutinosa have different isoelectric 
points than those of N. tabacum. N. digluta has those corre-
sponding to N. glutinosa as demanded by maternal inheritance . 
The Fraction I protein of N. glutinosa has two smal l subunit 
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polypeptides, but their isoelectric points are different from 
the two in the protein from N. tabacum. The small subunit of 
N. digluta contains four polypeptides corresponding in isoelec-
tric points to the two in N. gZutinosa and the two ~n N. tabacum 
(KUNG et al. 1975). By extrapolation from the N. tabacum ana-
lysis, we would also suspect that the coding information for 
each of the N. glutinosa small subunit polypeptides is contained 
on different chromosomes. If not, the two genes must be at 
different loci on the same chromosome and are therefore non-al-
lelic. There is no segregation of the two polypeptides follow-
ing self-fertilization of N. glutinosa or cross-pollination by 
another member of the population. We make the further presump-
tion that the two chromosomes in N. glutinosa are heterologous 
with respect to the two chromosomes containing the genetic code 
for small subunit polypeptides in N. tabacum. Extending the 
argument, the genetic information for the four small subunit 
polypeptides in N. digluta is thought to be distributed on four, 
heterologous chromosomes. It is clear, however, that further 
genetic analysis is badly needed. Otherwise we cannot be con-
fident that linkage is not operative in this system, although 
our preference favors the four-chromosome hypothesis. 
In tracing the origin of the N. digZuta protein from the 
first hybridization of N. sylvestris and N. tomentosiformis to 
produce N. tabacum, the striking feature is that there is no 
evidence that mutations in the coding information for the small 
subunit polypeptides sufficient to change polypeptide isoelectric 
points accompanied the evolutionary process which increased the 
polypeptide number from one to four. It is equally striking 
that maternal inheritance of the coding information for the large 
subunit polypeptides was adhered to strictly during the two stages 
of speciation which resulted in the appearance of N. digluta. 
In our unpublished experiments one backcross of N. digZuta with 
N. tabacum pollen was enough to remove two of the four small 
subunit polypeptides from Fraction I protein. The lost polypep-
tides corresponded in isoelectric points with the two found in 
N. gZutinosa protein. This seems to be further evidence in fa-
vor of the view that genetic information for the lost polypep-
tides had been contained on chromosome(s) originally derived 
from the N. glutinosa genome. 
FORMATION OF NEW SPECIES OF 
FRACTION I PROTEIN BY PARASEXUAL 
HYBRIDIZATION OF PLANT PROTOPLASTS 
CARLSON et al. (1972) discovered that a new species of Ni-
cotiana which is self-fertile could be produced by the initial 
act of fusing protoplasts of N. glauca (n=l2) mesophyll tissue 
with those of N. langsdorffii (n=9). Fifteen N. glauca + N. 
langsdorffii parasexual hybrids have been created (SMITH et al. 
1976). Eight of the fifteen parasexual hybrids contained large 
subunit polypeptides of the N. langsdorffii type and seven of 
the N. gZauca type. All fifteen parasexual hybrids contained 
both N. glauca and N. Zangsdorffii nuclear genomes whose DNA 
was translated into three different small subunit polypeptides. 
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Why parasexually produced plants cannot tolerate the presence 
of two chloroplast DNA genomes operating in the same cell re-
mains a mystifying question. The Fraction I protein small sub-
unit of N. glauca consists of a single :polypeptide whose isoe-
lectric point is distinguishable from the two polypeptides of the 
N. langsdorffii small subunit. Since all parasexual hybrids 
have Fraction I proteins containing three small subunit poly-
peptides, we reason by analogy that the genetic information for 
the N. glauca polypeptide is on one chromosome and information 
for the N. langsdorffii polypeptides on two other chromosomes. 
In all hybrids the amounts of each of the three small subunit 
polypeptides appear to be equal, so that dominance is not a fac-
tor in the expression of the genetic inform'ation coming from 
different chromosomes. 
The Fraction I protein in the selfed F2 progeny from e-
leven of the parasexual hybrids has been found to contain the 
same three small subunit polypeptides. In two instances a 
selfed F, generation Fraction I protein was found to contain 
the same three small subunit polypeptides. Therefore the a-
nalysis of the Fraction I protein polypeptide composition of 
parasexual hybrid plants provides additional evidence in sup-
port of the argument that the genetic information for the 
small subunit amino acid sequence is located on heterologous 
chromosomes in the case of Fraction I proteins composed of 
more than one small subunit polypeptide. 
The probable separation of information on different chromo-
somes provides the potential for a plant protein to undergo a 
relatively enormous change in its composition by a single evol-
utionary event, as illustrated by Fraction I protein. The two 
polypeptides of the small subunit of N. tabacum protein have 
been partially sequenced. In the first forty amino acids, two 
differences have been found (Figure 4). From amino acid analy-
ses, it is predicted that two additional differences will be 
found in the sixty-two amino acids remaining to be sequenced 
(STR0BAEK et al. 1976). Thus the evolutionary event which pro-
duced N. tabacum was accompanied by four changes in amino acid 
sequence of the small subunit. If we assume that differences 
of similar magnitude are responsible for separation of the two 
polypeptides of N. glutinosa, \then in reaching the evolutionary 
state of Fraction I protein iru1N. digluta eight differences 
could have occurred in the ami~o acid composition without any of 
them being attributable to point mutations in the genetic code. 
What is seen in this example at the molecular biological level 
is stark testimony to the accuracy of the view, so frequently 
advanced by plant evolutionists, that amphidiploids do not pro-
duce anything new in the genetical sense, but simply add togeth-
er or combine genetic information already pre-existing in the 
parents. But evolution by amphidiploidy has produced, according 
to the estimates of SOLBRIG (1966), 40% of the world's total 
plant species. 
Isozymes also arise by amphidiploidy, ferredoxin being an 
example. Two species of ferredoxin have become a part of the 
phenotype of N. digluta, whereas only one form exists in N. ta-
bacum and N. glutinosa, the parents of N. digluta (KWANYUEN and 
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WILDMAN 1975). It can be imagined that species already contain-
ing a number of forms of an enzyme (like peroxidase,for example) 
could dramatically increase that number if speciation were to 
follow hybridization and amphidipLoidy. As in Fraction I pro-
tein, the number could change dramatically and still be unaccom-
panied by any mutations in the genetic information coding for 
the individual proteins in the mixture. 
HYPOTHESIS ON ORIGIN OF SMALL SUBUNIT 
POLYPEPTIDES DURING EVOLUTION·OF 
FRACTION I PROTEIN IN THE GENUS NICOTIANA 
The genus Nicotiana consists of 65 species (GOODSPEED 1954; 
BURBIDGE 1960). The polypeptide composition of Fraction I pro-
tein is known for sixty-two of these species (CHEN et al. 1976b). 
Only four differences are found in the isoelectric points of the 
three polypeptides of the large subunit coded by chloroplast DNA. 
During the evolution of the sixty-two species, thirteen differ-
ences have appeared in the isoelectric points of the small sub-
unit polypeptides. Of the sixty-two species, forty-three con-
tain two or more small subunit polypeptides. An understanding 
of how a FractiDn I protein in an _am~hi~loid comes to contain 
more than one small subunit polypeptide is apparent from the 
previous analysis of how the two polypeptides in N. tabaeum and 
the four in N. digluta arose. However, nineteen species of Frac-
tion I protein contain only a single small subunit polypeptide. 
These are all contained in diploids. Moreover, the isoelectric 
point of the single small subunit polypeptide of one species of 
a diploid Nicotiana Fraction I protein can be the same as or dif-
ferent from, the isoelectric point of the protein isolated from 
another species of Nicotiana. There are five types of species 
of Fraction I protein containing a single small subunit polypep-
tide. 
The origin of Fraction I proteins containing single small 
subunit polypeptides of differing isoelectric points is most 
likely the consequence of point mutations in the genetic code. 
The probable manner of how a small subunit polypeptide changes 
its isoelectric point is illustrated by the diagram in Figure 5, 
The basic premise is that the genetic information is contained 
in the alleles on a single chromosome. We presume that in a huge 
population of a single species of Nicotiana, designated as SSl 
in Figure 5, a point mutation in the genetic code for one of the 
100 amino acids of the small subunit occurs in one member of the 
population. Such an occurrence might be at the level of one in 
10 6 individual plants. The mutation results in the replacement 
of a single amino acid in the primary structure of the small sub-
unit. If the new amino acid has a charge that is different from 
the former, this will be reflected in a change in the isoelectric 
point of the polypeptide. The plant in which the mutation oc-
curred now contains a chromosome in which the unmutated allele 
produces one polypeptide of the original isoelectric point and 
the mutated allele produces a polypeptide of different isoelec-
tric point. If this plant, now containing two polypeptides, 
reproduces either by self- or by cross-fertilization with 
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another i ndiv i dual i n the popul at i on, t he two a l leles wil l se -
gregate , r esult i ng in r estor at i on of the previous spec i es of 
Fraction I protein together with produ ction of an ent i rely new 
species of protein as indicated by SS2 in F i gure 5. Se l f - fer-
tilization wil l perpetuate this new species of Fraction I pro-
tein containing a single smal l subunit polypeptide of an iso-
e l ectric point different from the single po l ypeptides in the 
SSl population . Po i n t mutation in the SS2 popul ation could pro-
duce an alteration in the codi ng information contained i n the 
single chromosome controlling the smal l subunit, l eading to a 
single po l ypeptide wi th another difference in isoelectric point. 
Such events may have produced all of the thirteen differences 
that have evolved , 
Point Mutation =f= } Large Subunit Polypeptides f } Small Subunit Polypeptides 
Point Mutation 
··· ··· ·" 0 
Figure 5. Probable manner in which the single small 
subun i t polypeptides of Fraction I prote i ns undergo 
a change in isoe l ectric poi nts. 
In this l ong per i od of spec i ation the genet i c infor mation 
has presumab l y found its way by trans location onto as many as 
four different chromosomes in some polyploi d species of Nicoti-
ana which have Fraction I proteins disp l aying fou r smal l subunit 
polypeptides. 
SPECIAL FEATURES OF FRACTION I PROTEIN 
EVOLUTION OBSERVED IN NICOTIANA WHICH 
ALSO APPLY TO OTHER GENERA 
There has been no deviation encountered in the isoelectric 
points of l arge and small s u buni ts of Fraction I proteins iso-
l ated f r om seventeen se l f - fe r t ile cu l tivars of N. tabacum involv-
ing numerous repetitions of the analyses of different popul a -
tions and i nd i vidual plants within the populations . No changes 
have been found in N. glauca Fraction I protein isolated from 
plants whose self- fert ile parents were growing on each conti -
nent of the world . Th e composit i on of Fract i on I protein within 
a species therefore appears to be unusua l ly stable since i t has 
not gratuitously changed during centuries of plant breeding by 
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man or by the vicissitudes of Nature as affected by geography 
and edaphic factors. The large subunit polypeptide composition, 
because of its extraordinary stability during geological time, 
can be used as an estimate of the relative age of different 
plants. 
Comparative Age of Genera Judged by Number of 
Differences in Composition of the Large Subunit 
Twenty species of Nicotiana are unique to Australia, where-
as the remaining 45 species are confined to the Western Hemis-
phere. GOODSPEED (1954) proposed that separation and isolation 
of the Australian species were the consequence of continental 
drift which commenced in the Cretaceous period. RAVEN and AXEL-
ROD (1974) have other ideas on the possible age of angiosperms 
and the origin of species. However, their view was advanced 
before it was known that two species of Nicotiana located at the 
tip of South America contain Fraction I protein compositions 
which have large subunit polypeptides of the type found in no 
other species except those in Australia (CHEN et aZ.1976b). 
Furthermore, these proteins have one small subunit polypeptide 
found elsewhere only in Australian species and another found 
only in Western Hemisphere species. The Fraction I proteins of 
these two species therefore appear to be relics of the proteins 
in those species which evolved into the Australian species. 
Their geographical location is supportive of the Goodspeed hypoth-
esis, which proposed that the Australian species have been e-
volving in isolation from the Western Hemisphere species for 75-
100 million years. 
In the entir~ genus Nicotiana only four types of Fraction 
I protein large subunit polypeptides have been encountered (CHEN 
et al. 1976b). It was therefore estimated that 2x=4 is an indi-
cation that only two mutations in chloroplast DNA have survived 
during the entire li~e span of the genus. No differences were 
encountered among th~ \ Australian Fraction I protein large sub-
units. Therefore, if lGoodspeed's contention is plausible, it 
follows that no survtving mutations in chloroplast DNA coding 
for the isoelectric p p ints of the three Fraction I protein large 
subunit polypeptides ~ave occurred in the last 75-100 million 
years among the Aust~alian species. This would place the maxi-
mum surviving mutation rate for chloroplast DNA coding for Frac-
tion I protein at 0.22 mutations/100 amino acids/10 8 years. 
The rate could be less. Pursuing this line of reasoning further, 
it would appear that, if more than 75 million years elapse be-
tween surviving mutations, the genus Nicotiana must have been 
evolving for at least 150 million years for the two surviving 
mutations to hav:;,1occurred. GOODSPEED (1954) proposed that the 
Australian Nicotianas are of younger vintage than Western Hemi-
sphere species because the former are all amphiploids. The 
Fraction I protein analyses agree with this notion. No Austra-
lian species has a Fraction I protein small subunit with less 
than two polypeptides, and 90% of the species have three or four 
polypeptides. However, six of the thirteen small subunit poly-
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peptides are Unique to the twenty Australian species. One of 
these six is found in those two Nicotiana species located at 
the tip of South America. Amphiploidy may have been a factor 
in the more rapid evolution of the polypeptides in Australian 
Fraction I proteins since amphiploidy provides a greater chance 
for point mutations to occur. 
Another manner of looking at the problem of the age of Ni-
cotiana is to consider the probable mutation rate of the small 
subunit polypeptide. Thirteen polypeptides are now existent 
among 62 species of Nicotiana. Comparing the single polypeptide 
of N. tomentosiformis with an isoelectric point different from 
the single polypeptide of N. sylvestris, the difference in iso-
electric points resides in four changes in amino acids out of 
ca . 100 amino acids. On the presumption that each of the addi-
tional eleven polypeptides also underwent a change of four ami-
no acids, 4 x 12 = 48 amino acid differences among thirteen 
polypeptides. Allowing a minimum of 75 x 10 6 years since the 
Nicotiana Fraction I proteins have existed, 75 x 10 6 years/48 
differences= ca. 1.5 million years per amino acid sequence mu-
tation. In comparison, a mutation in the sequence of cytochrome 
C, a protein also containing approximately the same number of 
amino acids, occurs about every twenty million years (DICKERSON 
1972). 
Table 1 is a compilation of recently acquired data for the 
Fraction I protein composition in species belonging to different 
genera of plants, providing an opportunity for comparison to Ni-
cotiana. On the presumption that the greater the number of dif-
ferences in the composition of the large subunit the greater 
the age of the genus, the genus Nicotiana with four differences 
is older than genera belonging to the Cruciferae with three, 
Chenopodiacea with two, etc. In the family Solanaceae, the ge-
nus Nicotiana is significantly older than the genus Lycopersicon, 
which has no differences. This estimation is thus in conformity 
with the previously advanced view on cytological \ genetical and 
geographical grounds that the species constituting the genus Ly-
copersicon are of recent origin on the geological \ time scale 
(RICK et al. 1976). ' 
Continuirig the argument, genera capable of intergeneric hy-
bridization in the family Cruciferae are older than Lycopersicon 
but younger than Nicotiana. Genera in the Chenopodiaceae are 
older than Lycopersicon but younger than Nicotiana and genera of 
the Cruciferae. Gossypium, with its two types, is a relatively 
old genus, whereas Oenothera is of more recent origin since no 
mutations have survived in its Fraction I protein large subunit. 
Among the grain-producing plants belonging to the Monocoty-
ledons, wheat and its relatives are older than barley or corn 
and its relatives, teosinte and Tripsacum, as judged by the dif-
ferences in the polypeptide composition of the large subunit of 
their Fraction I proteins. 
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Age of One Species Relative to Another as Judged 
By . the Number of Small Subunit Polypeptides 
In the N. sylvestris x N. tomentosiformis + N. glutinosa x 
N. tabacum + N. digluta example previously considered, the pre-
sence of multiple polypeptides can be an indication of relative 
youth of the species compared to species containing single pep-
tides in their Fraction I protein small subunits. Four polypep-
tides comprising the small subunit of N. digluta protein places 
the species as being younger than N. tabacum with its two poly-
peptides. In the same light N. tabacum, with two, is younger 
than either N. sylvestris or N. tomentosiformis, each having one 
polypeptide. On the basis of present knowledge, no distinction 
in age between species can be made if they contain only a single 
subunit polypept ide, even though the single polypeptides may 
differ in composition as shown by differences in the isoelectric 
points. 
Corn and teosinte contain two small subunit polypeptides 
(Table 1) which place their origin as having occurred after Trip-
sacum with its single small subunit polypeptide. 
In unpublished work, two species of Lycopersicon, as well 
as Solanum pennelli, were found to contain only a single small 
subunit polypeptide. Two other species contain small subunits 
with two polypeptides, which indicates that these species have 
evolved more recently than species with one po lypeptide, but 
earlier than five other species, including the domestic tomato 
L~ esculentum, all of which contain small subunits with three 
polypeptides. Nine different cultivars of the domestic tomato 
displayed identical compositions in regard to the isoelectric 
points of the large and small subunits of their Fraction I pro-
teins. Thus domestication of this plant, followed by centuries 
of breeding activity by humans, has not produced alterations in 
the structural genes coding for the large or small subunits of 
Fraction I protein, a situation entirely reminiscent of the do-
mestication of N. tabacum. 
The presence of main l y single small subunit polypeptides 
in the Fract ion I proteins of the grasses listed in Tab le 1 is 
probably the consequence of close pollination of these species. 
Mutations which occur in the nuclear DNA coding for the small 
subunit would seem to be eliminated soon after appearance by 
crossing over, segregation and further cross-hybridization with 
parental species . 
Small Subunit Compositions as an Aid in Deciding 
On Designating a New Species of Plant 
N. suaveolens is an example of a plant species whose Frac-
tion I protein contains multiple small subunit polypeptides. A 
population of N. suaveolens plants presents cons iderable poly-
morphism in phenotypic characters between individuals (BURBIDGE 
1960). For example, one individual may have a purple pigment in 
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Table 1. Number of polypeptides of differing iso-
electric points comprising the large and small sub-
units of Fraction I proteins isolated from different 
species of plants. 
NUMBER OF 
NUMBER OF SPECIES POLYPEPTIDES 
FAMILY GENERA ANALYZED LARGE SMALL 
DICOTS 
Solanaceae Nicotiana 60 4 13 
Lycopersicon 9 1 3 +Solanum 
Cruciferae Brassica 
Sinapis 8 3 4 
Rhaphanus 
Chenopodiaceae Beta 2 2 2 Spinacia 
Onagraceae Oenothera 12 1 1 
Malvaceae Gossypium 3 2 2 
MONOCOTS 
Gramineae Zea 3 1 2 
Sorghum 7 1 1 
Hordeum 4 1 1 
Triticum 8 2 1 +Aegilops 
its anthers, another brown, and another green in plants which 
otherwise look alike. Similarly, we have found polymorphism in 
the electrofocusing pattern of Fraction I proteins isolated from 
individual plants in a population as shown by the diagram in 
Figure 6. All individuals have Fraction I proteins with identi-
cal large subunit polypeptides. However, some plants contain a 
Fraction I protein with a pattern of three small subunit poly-
peptides designated as A in Figure 6. Other plants have a three -
polypeptide pattern designated as B, whereas still other plants 
have the four-polypept~de pattern shown as AB. Plants with 
these three different kinds of Fraction I protein are otherwise 
indistinguishable on morphological grounds, at least to the un-
tutored eyes of biochemists. However, when plants of the A or 
B patterns self-fertilize, they breed true. The Fraction I pro-
tein small subunit polypeptide in their progeny will be either 
A or B. Plants containing the AB patterns can be generated in 
the laboratory by crossing plants of pattern A with plants of 
pattern B. Since there are no barriers to fertility, this F~ 
hybrid plant containing four small subunit polypeptides is self-
fertile. Although experiments are in progress, it is not yet 
known whether the small subunit polypeptide pattern in N. suave -
olens AB breeds true or segregates into the A and B patterns af-
ter self- fertilization. The external phenotypes of these three 
kinds of plants are too similar to distinguish the plants from 
each other. However, the internal Fraction I protein patterns 
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A B AB 
- - -
- - -
- - -
Figure 6. Example of how 
N. suaveolens plants could 
be reclassified into dif-
ferent species on the ba-
sis of differences in 
Fraction I protein compo-
sition. 
could be used as stable, reproducible 
phenotypic markers to split N. suaveo-
lens into two distinct subspecies. 
The analysis also makes clear that sub-
species N. suaveolens AB is a deriva-
tive by hybridization between N. suav-
eolens A and N. suaveolens B. 
Lycopersicon minutum, once consi-
dered to be a single species, has been 
split by RICK et al. (1976) into two 
species: L. parviflorum and L. chieme-
lehlski. The argument for splitting 
was based on hybridization behavior 
and other grounds. Of interest here 
is the analysis of the Fraction I 
proteins contained in the two spe-
cies. L. parviflorum contains a 
small subunit with a single poly-
peptide, while L. chiemelehlski has 
two small subunit polypeptides. In 
addition to the fact that these differences in protein composi-· 
tion are consistent with the view of RICK et al. that they are 
distinct species, the existence of the two small subunit poly-
peptides in L. chiemelehlski strongly indicates that it evolved 
later than L. parviflorum. 
Origin of Genomes 
Following the successful identification of N. sylvestris as 
having been the female donor of the chroloplast DNA genes coding 
for the large subunit polypeptides of N. tabacum Fraction I pro-
tein, a similar analysis was applied to the donor of the B gen-
ome of hexaploid wheat (CHEN et al. 1975). The outcome of the 
analysis is reproduced in Figure 7A. Triticum dicoccum was found 
to have chloroplast DNA genes corresponding to those in T. 
aestivum coding for the large subunit of Fraction I protein, and 
therefore T. dicoccum was the maternal parent in the cross. Fur-
thermore, the analysis indicated that certain species such as T. 
boeticum and T. urartu could not have be ~n direct participants 
as the B genome donor in the cross with i~ monococcum which gave 
rise to T. dicoccum. However, the objection was raised that the 
single accessions used might not have been. entirely representa-
tive of invariance in Fraction I protein composition of the spe-
cies in question (JOHNSON 1976). Since then,Fraction I proteins 
from 38 additional accessions of T. boeticum and four of Ae. 
squarrosa have been analyzed with no deviation in polypeptide 
patterns on which the pedigrees in Figure 7A are based. 
Among nine species of Brassica, to which the vegetables kale, 
cauliflower, Brussel sprouts and cabbage belong, one difference 
in the Fraction I protein large subunit polypeptide pattern is 
found. In the same nine species, three different small subunit 
polypeptides are found. Using these phenotypic markers, the ev-
olutionary progression of these plants of commercial interest 
could be deduced with the results shown in Figure 7B. 
® 
@ 
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Figure 7. Diagrams indicating the sex of the plant 
giving rise to a particular genome during the origin 
of polyploid plants . a: plants be l onging to wheat 
(Triticum) family; b: plants belonging to cabbage, 
kale, radish (Br assica) family. 
The ancestor of modern day corn (Zea mays) is considered 
by BEADLE (1939) to have been teosinte (Zea mexiaana), whereas 
MANGELSDORFF and REEVES (1939) have proposed Tripsacum as a pro-
bable parent . Analysis of the Fraction I proteins from the 
three species shows no difference in large subunit composition. 
However, both corn and teosinte have small subunits consisting 
of two polypeptides (CHEN et al. 1977), whi l e an unpublished 
analysis has shown Tripsacum to have a single, small subunit 
po l ypeptide . It seems likely, therefore, that Tripsacum ante-
dates both corn and teosinte and that the latter is more dir -
ectly re l ated to corn on the basis of having an identical Frac -
tion I protein polypeptide composition. 
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